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Abstract
In this project I address the issue of author disambiguation in scholarly literature. This
research area finds its use mainly in search engines for scholarly literature, aggregators, etc.
The name ambiguity causes problems mainly in citation analysis or analysing of author
impact. This project discusses an issue of finding the correct number of distinct authors. It
also discusses a potential use of APIs of existing sytems. As a part of this proejct, a method
for author disambiguation in a digital library has been designed. The designed method has
been implemented and evaluated in the context of the CORE system.
Abstrakt
Tato pra´ce se zaby´va´ desambiguac´ı autor˚u v databa´z´ıch odborne´ literatury. Z d˚uvodu
nejednoznacˇnosti jmen autor˚u se v teˇchto databa´z´ıch vyskytuj´ı proble´my s prˇisuzova´n´ım
autorstv´ı publikac´ı a t´ım spojenou analy´zou citac´ı, vlivu ator˚u apod. Tato pra´ce se zaby´va´
ota´zkou odhadu spra´vne´ho pocˇtu autor˚u a zkouma´ mozˇnosti pouzˇit´ı jizˇ existuj´ıc´ıch sluzˇeb.
Soucˇa´sti te´to pra´ce je na´vrh metody pro desambiguaci autor˚u. Tato metoda byla imple-
mentova´na a evaluova´na v ra´mci syste´mu CORE.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In recent years, there has been a significant development in the area of digital libraries, in-
stitutional repositories, and various aggregators and search engines of scholarly literature.
Libraries and repositories provide more and more content and aggregators and search en-
gines develop more sophisticated services, like citation analysis, making recommendations,
or analysing author impact. One of the problems of such services is the author name am-
biguity, as it may cause a decreased performance of information retrieval or even wrong
attribution of credit.
The name ambiguity problem is caused by the fact that there might be more authors
with the same name in the library or one author may publish under several name represen-
tations.
The author ambiguity problem is addressed by various researchers, mainly librarians
and computer and information scientists. In this work I will focus mainly on automatic
approaches, because in large, constantly growing databases it is usually not feasible to dis-
ambiguate authors manually. Majority of the methods proposed in the literature employ
machine learning. They differ mainly in the used technique (e.g. type of clustering, sim-
ilarity function) and in the input data (e.g. citation data, document content, information
from the web).
The aim of this project is to study existing methods for author disambiguation. Then,
based on the findings, design a method which will be implemented and evaluated in a
context of CORE system.
This report is organized as follows. In chapter 2, I will introduce tools and services for
accessing and exploring scholarly literature, compare their results of author disambigua-
tion, and discuss a potential use of their APIs. Later, in chapter 3, I will study existing
methods for author disambiguation. Chapter 4 describes a design of a system for author
disambiguation, with regard on the needs of the CORE system. The implementation of the
designed method is described in the chapter 5. Chapter 6 describes the evaluation of the
implemented system. Finally, I will conclude my findings in the chapter 7.
2
1.1 Problem of Author Ambiguity
The author ambiguity problem is caused by the fact that person names are naturally am-
biguous, combined with the lack of some standard author identifier which would be included
in the documents’ metadata. There are two main types of the author name ambiguity, al-
though they often occur combined together.
Name Variation It is the case when there are multiple name labels for a single au-
thor. Most commonly the name variations apply to first and middle names, when for some
documents a full first name is provided, whereas for other documents it is only initial, some-
times the middle names are mentioned, sometimes only their initials, or they are completely
omitted.
This can be illustrated on the two following citations:
Jinbin Cao, Juntao Duan, Aiming Du, Yuduan Ma, Zhenxin Liu, G.C. Zhou,
Dongmei Yang, Tielong Zhang, Xinlin Li, Massimo Vellante, Henri Reme,
Iannis Dandouras, E. Lucek, C.M. Carr, Qiugang Zong and Qi Lu. Character-
istics of middle- to low-latitude Pi2 excited by bursty bulk flows. J. Geophys.
Res. 2008.
Z.C. Kale, I.R. Mann, C.L. Waters, M. Vellante, T.L. Zhang and Farideh
Honary. Plasmaspheric dynamics resulting from the hallowe’en 2003 geomag-
netic storms. J. Geophys. Res.. 2009.
Both “Tielong Zhang” and “T.L. Zhang” refer to the same author, Dr. Tielong Zhang
from the Space Research Institute, Austrian Academy of Sciences, Graz, Austria.
Other cases of name variation are name misspellings, nicknames (e.g. Nicolas R Jennings
vs Nick Jennings), and a case that especially relates to women – a name change.
Name variation is closely related to the split citation problem in digital libraries, it is
the situation when documents authored by one person are split into more groups.
Name Sharing It is the case when more authors share the same name representation.
It may be whole first name and surname, or they just share surname and the first name
initial, but their full first name is not known.
This is illustrated on the following two citations:
James Gates, Christopher Holmes, Rafiq Adikan, Corin Gawith and Peter
Smith. New geometry for planar UV written refractive index sensors. In-
ternational Congress on Optics and Optoelectronics, 2007.
Monica Magadi, Ian Diamond, Nyovani Madise and Peter Smith. Pathways of
the determinants of unfavourable birth outcomes in Kenya. S3RI Applications
and Policy Working Papers, 2003.
In those two citations, the first “Peter Smith” represents Peter G.R. Smith from the
Faculty of Physical and Applied Sciences whereas the other “Peter Smith” represents the re-
searcher from Faculty of Social and Human Sciences, both from the University of Southamp-
ton, United Kingdom.
As name variation is related to the split citation problem, so the name sharing is related
to the mixed citation problem in digital libraries. The mixed citation problem is a situation
when documents of more distinct persons are assigned to one person profile.
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Chapter 2
Academic Databases, Search
Engines, and Tools
In this chapter I will briefly introduce some of the existing services and tools for discovering,
exploring, and accessing scholarly literature. Each of them specializes on providing slightly
different services, among them we can find e.g. search of documents, building citation
networks, modelling the academic network, tools for discovering relations between authors,
recommending related publications, or analysing trends in research topics.
These tools are related to this work for a few reasons. First, we aim to implement the
author disambiguation for one of the tools (namely CORE), next, some of the tools have
already implemented the author disambiguation, and last, but not least, is that we might
be able to utilize some of those services for disambiguation or testing purposes.
2.1 Description of Existing Tools
Google Scholar
Google Scholar1 is a search engine for scholarly literature. It has very good coverage
of publications, including scholarly journals, abstracts, books, technical reports...,
it indexes documents from multiple disciplines and in multiple languages. It also
provides links to full-text of the articles when they are freely available. Very useful is
its citation index feature. For each article, Google Scholar maintains a list of resources
that cite the article. The more the article is cited, the higher it appears in the search
results. [16] The service called Google Scholar Citations provides researcher profiles.
Each profile contains a list of publications, links to co-author profiles, the researcher’s
interests and affiliation, and calculated citation indices.
Microsoft Academic Search
Microsoft Academic Search2 is another search engine. It covers multiple disciplines
and provides couple of interesting features: browsing documents by topics, links to
referenced and citing papers including context of the citations, a sidebar with links to
resources relevant to the searched content, visual display of the relationships between
co-authors and more. Moreover, it maintains researchers’ profiles which contain lists
of publications, collaboration details, research interests, institutional affiliations. . . [2]
1http://scholar.google.com/
2http://academic.research.microsoft.com/
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ArnetMiner
ArnetMiner3 is a service which aims to model the entire academic network. It au-
tomatically extracts researcher profiles from the web and integrates the publication
data into the network from the existing digital libraries. The researcher’s profiles
are quite sophisticated, they display a list of researcher’s publications, its statistics,
graphs of researcher’s co-author network, and more. The researcher is allowed to
add more information to her profile, like the education, biography or other personal
information. [22]
CiteSeerX
CiteSeerX4 is a digital library and search engine. It focuses primarily on the computer
and information science domain. Its predecessor, the CiteSeer, was the first digital
library and search engine which provided automated citation indexing and linking.
CiteSeerX provides provides features like citation statistics and linking, automatic
metadata extraction, full-text indexing, or locating related documents. CiteSeerX
data are available to download and the OAI-PMH5 protocol is supported for metadata
harvesting. [1]
Mendeley
Mendeley6 is a tool for managing research papers. It consists of two parts: the
desktop software and the web interface. The desktop software allows user to easily
add documents to her collection. The software automatically extracts title, authors,
journal, and other metadata from it, which helps the user to manage the papers. The
metadata are also used to give recommendations for articles which are related to the
papers in the user’s collection. The documents are stored in a cloud, so they are
accessible from other devices or through the web interface. Additionally, Mendeley
provides a social platform – every user has a Mendeley account which enables her to
collaborate with other researchers.
CORE
CORE (COnnecting REpositories)7 is a system that aggregates content from the
Open Access repositories. Unlike other similar systems, CORE aggregates and makes
use of the full-texts of documents. It aims to offer an open infrastructure that allows
others to build on top of the aggregated content as well as a ready-to-use online
service. Apart from providing a search for documents, it does citation extraction
and resolution, document similarity calculation, content classification and others. To
support other services to build on top of the CORE, it provides an API and a SPARQL
endpoint. It also provides a client for mobile devices. [15]
ORCID
ORCID (Open Researcher and Contributor ID)8 is an initiative which aims to address
the problem with ambiguous researcher names by providing a unique digital identifier
to every researcher. The ORCID record can be created by the researcher or by the
3http://arnetminer.org/
4http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/
5Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting – a standard proposed by The Open Archive
Initiative in order to facilitate content dissemination
6http://www.mendeley.com/
7http://core.kmi.open.ac.uk/
8http://about.orcid.org/about
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university she is affiliated with. It provides an API through which the ORCID can be
integrated into universities’ publication systems, therefore the researcher’s ORCID
record is periodically updated without any extra effort for the researcher. The re-
searcher’s ORCID record can be linked with other identifiers, such as ResearcherID,
Scopus or LinkedIn. It is encouraged that the researchers provide their ORCID num-
ber along with paper or grant submissions, which would support automated linkages
of the researcher and her professional activities. This automation could also remove
the necessity of filling out all the personal details on electronic forms. [6]
There are many more academic databases and search engines. A comprehensive list can
be found on Wikipedia9. I have focused mainly on those that are available for free, cover
the domain of computer science, and are relevant to this project.
2.2 Author Disambiguation in Existing Systems:
Quick Evaluation
Among the previously mentioned tools, the Microsoft Academic Search, ArnetMiner, and
CiteSeerX do automatic author disambiguation. Google Scholar has chosen a slightly differ-
ent way of providing disambiguated author profiles. It also does automatic disambiguation,
but the results are not visible until the researcher registers to Google Scholar Citations
service and claims some groups of those pre-disambiguated publications as hers.
I have compared search results for the researcher named “Michael Wagner”. For all
four services, I have queried the author’s name on the services’ web interface. Then I have
examined all of the returned authors and looked at the publications listed on their profiles.
CiteSeerX Querying “Michael Wagner” on the CiteSeerX website returned 9 authors.
Most of them seemed disambiguated correctly. There was one author profile which was
assigned publications of 5 distinct researchers. Moreover, some of the articles in this group
were authored by “Michael R Wagner” and other by “Michael G Wagner”.
ArnetMiner ArnetMiner’s search results returned 14 distinct Michaels Wagners. Among
those, some were referring to the same author (3 pairs) and one profile was a mixture of
many authors.
Microsoft Academic Search Microsoft Academic Search returned 32 authors, but
only 22 of them were actually named Michael Wagner. Comparing to the previous two
databases, Microsoft Academic Search has the largest amount of publications authored by
some Michael Wagner. This is because of the fact, that this system covers publications
from many more domains than the CiteSeerX and ArnetMiner, which cover only computer
science related publications. Great amount of publications and distinct researchers projects
into the disambiguation results. Possibly all of the returned lists of publications contained
publications of more authors. Sometimes the publication domains of those authors were
similar (bioanalytical chemistry vs. biomedical informatics), sometimes they weren’t (e.g.
politics vs. linguistic theory).
9http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_academic_databases_and_search_engines
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Google Scholar Citations A query for “Michael Wagner” returned 5 researchers. Lists
of publications associated with these researchers were pure, without any obvious misassign-
ments. This is understandable, because creation of researcher profiles on Google Scholar
Citations works on the opt-in basis, so the researchers keep their lists of publications orga-
nized by themselves. The drawback of this approach is that just a couple of authors from
the huge amount of publication records in Google Scholar are disambiguated. Furthermore,
although the lists of publications are correct in most of the cases, they are not correct in
100% of the cases. For example a person that has a profile on Google Scholar Citations may
claim publications written by other authors with the same name as hers, like in the exper-
iment with a profile of Peter Taylor10 that claims almost 1500 publications. Additionally,
Google Scholar may automatically assign new publications to the profile if the researcher
has allowed it, which may also cause some publications to be misclassified.
2.3 APIs
Most of the previously described systems provide an API, which allows the users to access
their services programatically. In this section I will outline the capabilities of those APIs
and discuss their possible use.
2.3.1 Description of APIs
Microsoft Academic Search Microsoft Academic Search API (MAS API) offers meth-
ods for searching, retrieving information of a given object, and exploring the relationships
between objects. Its use is restricted to non-commercial purposes. Applications can access
MAS API via RESTful web service, which returns data in JSON format, or via SOAP.
MAS API is quite powerful, the application can request for data related to a specific object
(publication, author, conference, journal, organization...), search by title, author name, con-
ference name, or journal name, and explore relationships between objects, such as references
and citations. [4]
ORCID ORCID provides two versions of API: Public API and Member API. Public
API provides methods for retrieving researcher’s biographical information and works. It
also provides methods for keyword-base searching either in all fields or in specific fields.
Member API additionally provides methods for updating researcher’s data and allows to
retrieve protected data. [5]
Mendeley Mendeley provides RESTful API with responses in JSON format. Its methods
are categorized into statistics methods, search methods, and public groups methods. While
the latest are probably not of our interest, the statistics and search methods may be useful.
The statistics methods return lists of top authors, papers, publications, or tags, based on
Mendeley’s ranking. The search methods allow to search for documents using a text query
or author name, retrieve publication’s data given its id, and browse categories. [3]
ArnetMiner ArnetMiner provides RESTful API, with results in JSON format. Its meth-
ods allow search for experts, publications, and conferences. Retrieving a person’s profile
given its id is also supported.
10http://scholar.google.com/citations?user=-FBoF9UAAAAJ
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CORE CORE API provides RESTful API with responses in JSON or XML format.
Supported methods include search for articles, downloading a PDF file given its CORE
id, listing references of an article, listing similar articles given an id of some document in
CORE or a text, classifying a text, and methods returning statistics about the repositories
which are harvested in CORE.
CiteSeerX, Google Scholar CiteSeerX and Google Scholar currently do not provide an
API. Therefore, utilizing those services in an application is complicated, but still possible
by parsing the services’ html pages. Unfortunately, this behaviour violates Google Scholar’s
terms of use11, but I am not aware of such restriction on CiteSeerX.
2.3.2 Usage of APIs
The above APIs could be possibly utilized to help with author disambiguation in some
other systems.
Reusing disambiguation results If the publications in my system overlap with the
publications in some other system, the other system provides an API, and the authors
are already disambiguated in that system, there is a possibility to re-use its results to
disambiguate publications in my system. In this approach, I would cluster my publications
into atomic clusters, using some simple method. In those atomic clusters, there would be a
high probability that each cluster contains publications of a single author. Then, for each
atomic cluster, I would query the publications’ titles and co-authors using the API and try
to find a matching publication. I would store the author’s id of that publication and accept
this author as an author of the whole atomic cluster. Then I would do the same for all
the other atomic clusters. By this procedure, I would merge my atomic clusters into bigger
clusters, according to the arrangement in the other system. The atomic clusters are used
to improve efficiency, so that at least some of the publications which cannot be found in
the other system may be disambiguated.
Pros:
• high quality of the results, if the disambiguation is correct on the other system
• easy implementation – comparing e.g. to clustering
Cons:
• the searched publication does not need to be available on the other system
• due to some name deviations the publication does not have to be found
• the other system does not have to be 100% correct
The advantage of this approach is simple implementation and high quality of results if
the disambiguation is correct on the other system. However, it assumes that the publica-
tions in both systems extensively overlap, which is not usually seen in reality. Additionally,
in most systems the disambiguation is accomplished by using some machine learning tech-
niques, thus it is not guaranteed that the results are correct. This does not apply to ORCID,
11http://www.google.com/cse/docs/tos.html
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which is made to provide unambiguous collection of authors and their publications. In this
days, ORCID is a developing project and does not incorporate many authors yet, but I
believe in the future the described approach could be feasible, at least partially.
Collecting useful data Another approach would be to use the other system to col-
lect some knowledge, which is not available in our system. This could be e.g. authors’
affiliations, e-mails, categories of publications or maybe some useful statistics.
Pros:
• can work even if the searched publication is not available (we would have to rely on
features we already have)
• our data may be of better quality than those in the other system, thus we are able to
produce better results
• our disambiguation method may be tailored to the needs of our system
Cons:
• the additional data do not need to be available for all our articles
• the quality of the obtained data does not need to be satisfiable
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Chapter 3
Author Disambiguation Methods
In this chapter I will study existing methods for author disambiguation. The majority of
the methods employs some modification of clustering to address this task, thus the large
part of this chapter is dedicated to that topic.
3.1 Data Structure and Preprocessing
3.1.1 Structure of the Input Data
The author disambiguation methods, among other, differ on type of document information
they use.
Some approaches (e.g. those described in [9][10]) perform the disambiguation just on
citations, therefore the available attributes are the following: co-author names, publication
title, journal, year. There are usually some more fields contained in the citation, but I do
not see them useful for the disambiguation.
Others use additional metadata, like abstract, authors’ affiliation and e-mail, or refer-
ences [12][23].The textual content of the document is also used by some [14]. Those features
are not always available and often some extraction technique must be used to extract those
features from the document.
Some approaches find additional information in the existing databases (e.g. [24], which
computes similarity of two venues based on the authors who attended those venues) or from
the web (e.g. [18], which looks for researchers’ web pages). Another approach uses URLs
returned by a search engine as features [20].
There are also systems which during the automated process of disambiguation make use
of users’ feedback.[22]
3.1.2 Data Preprocessing
An essential issue for any data mining task is to process the data and give them the desired
structure. This often requires to engage some non-trivial techniques, especially if we want
to utilize information contained in the PDF documents, HTML pages, and other sources
where the structure of the attributes is not exactly known.
For the task of author disambiguation, we often have the data in a form of a citation or
a list of citations. From such data, citations and its attributes can be extracted by methods
like regular expression matching, rule-based system, hidden Markov models, or Support
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Vector Machines [9]. There are already some ready-to-use tools that can parse citations,
e.g. ParsCit1.
Unfortunately, the data obtained by automatic extraction are often very messy, because
the extraction methods are not fully reliable.
3.2 Machine Learning Approach – Supervised Learning
In [9], H. Han proposes two supervised learning approaches for name disambiguation in
author citations. One of them uses the naive Bayes probability model; the other uses
Support Vector Machines and the vector space representation of citations. Both approaches
use three attributes of the citations: co-author names, paper titles, and journal titles.
Probability Model – Naive Bayes In this approach, it is assumed that each author’s
citation data is generated by the naive Bayes model. The author’s past citations are used
as the training data to estimate the model parameters. A Bayes rule is used to calculate
the probability that each author entry would have generated the input citation. [9]
Classification – Support Vector Machines This approach considers each author as
a class. The classifier is trained on the past citations so that given a new citation it would
classify it into the closest author class.
The citation’s co-author names and title and journal keywords are taken as a features
for the feature vector. Their frequency is taken as the feature weight.
Supervised learning approaches assume the existence of a citation database, which can
be used as a training data. Because of that, this approach is not very convenient for real
tasks, as it is nearly impossible, with today’s capabilities, to gather such data for every
author. Additionally, the trained models need to be stored for future use, which is not very
practical in systems where the number of authors is large.
3.3 Machine Learning Approach – Unsupervised Learning
Utilizing unsupervised learning seems more appropriate for author disambiguation than
the supervised learning as it allows to find a structure within the data without the need
of providing training examples. In this section I will present approaches that are based on
clustering.
The usual process is to select proper features of the document, like co-author names,
keywords, author’s affiliation, e-mail address, etc. The documents are then clustered based
on a similarity (or distance) function defined on those features, resulting in a clustering
where each cluster contains documents authored by the same person.
3.3.1 Similarity functions
A similarity function defines a similarity of two given objects. Those objects may be practi-
cally of any type. In the following paragraphs I will describe a couple of standard functions
for calculating similarity for text and some approaches for building a similarity function for
citations and scholarly publications that are usually compound of several attributes.
1http://aye.comp.nus.edu.sg/parsCit/
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Text Similarity
In machine learning, text is usually represented as a bag of words. In such structure the
order of words is not relevant, but it maintains the count of each word.
When calculating similarity of two texts, these texts are represented by multidimensional
vectors of non-negative values. Each dimension represents a separate word and the value
represents its weight.
To reduce the dimensionality of vectors and improve efficiency, it is desired to apply
some preprocessing techniques on the text. One of the standard techniques is stemming.
Stemming reduces the words to their stem, e.g. “production” and “produce” are both
reduced to the same stem “produc”. Stemming causes that these related words are treated
together. Another standard preprocessing technique is removing of stop words. Those are
words that occur practically in every text and have no value for estimating the relatedness
of text. Stop words for English are words like “a” , “and”, “do”, “the”, or “are”. Also it
is often convenient to consider only the first top n words, or words which weight is greater
than some threshold. The words which will be used for processing are called terms.
Algorithms often operate with term weights. Those weights are based on a frequency
the term occurs in the document. If a term occurs in the document more frequently than
other terms, it does not necessarily mean that it is more informative than the less frequented
terms, especially if the term is frequent in many other documents. On the other hand, if
a term occurs only in few documents, it might be specific for that group of documents,
thus its informational value is high. This thinking is expressed by the tf-idf measure. For
a given document d, term t, and collection of documents D, tfidf(d, t) is a multiplication
of term frequency which expresses the occurrence of t in d and inverse document frequency
that measures how common or rare is the term t in the collection of documents D.
tfidf(d, t) = tf(d, t)× log
( |D|
df(t)
)
(3.1)
Cosine Similarity Cosine Similarity is one of the most popular measures that are applied
to text. It is defined on term vectors is quantified as the cosine of the angle between vectors.
Given two m-dimensional term vectors ~ta and ~tb that are defined over the term set
T = {t1, t2, ..., tm}, their cosine similarity is defined as:
SIMC(~ta, ~tb) =
~ta · ~tb
|~ta| × |~tb|
(3.2)
Cosine similarity is independent of document length and its value lies between 0 and 1.
Jaccard Similarity Coefficient Jaccard coefficient measures similarity between sets. It
is defined as the size of intersection divided by the size of union of the sets:
SIMJ(A,B) =
|A ∩B|
|A ∪B| (3.3)
It is sometimes referred to as the Tanimoto Similarity which is expressed over bit vectors
ta and tb:
SIMT (~ta, ~tb) =
~ta · ~tb
|~ta|2 + |~tb|2 − ~ta · ~tb
(3.4)
[11]
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Similarity of Scholar Publications
Functions for measuring similarity between publications are defined over various features
of the publications. This features are usually existing attributes that can be found in
citations, mainly author names and title, author’s affiliation and e-mail address, full-text
of the publications, citations. Some approaches utilize also implicit information, such as
latent topics, or data retrieved from the web.
Expressing similarity for the specific attributes can be done in standard ways and the
functions are dependent on the character of the attribute values. But those similarities need
to be combined together in a way that expresses the publications’ similarity as a whole.
Using Predefined Functions Probably the most simple approach of defining a similar-
ity function for publication data is to put all the values of attributes in one bag and utilize
some standard function for calculating text similarity. This approach was applied by Han
et al. [10] in one of the first publications in the field of automated author disambiguation
on citations. The attributes they have used were co-authors, words in publication’s title
and words from publication venue.
Learning a Similarity Function Majority of the researchers who pursue author disam-
biguation decided to learn the similarity function by some machine learning means. In this
approach, partial similarities between attributes are expressed by some standard measures.
Vectors of such similarities are then used to learn the similarity function. The approaches
described in the literature include learning a probabilistic metric (Torvik et al.), learning an
online active support vector machine (LASVM) by Huang et al., learning a score function
by Culotta et al., or using a Random Forest classifier by Treeratpituk and Giles.[8]
3.3.2 Clustering Methods
The following three fundamental clustering methods are very often referenced in the litera-
ture that approaches author disambiguation task. Those methods are used as a baseline for
evaluation of the proposed methods as well as an important part of the proposed methods.
K-means The k-means algorithm is usually used as a baseline for evaluation of the pro-
posed methods [10][24][23][14].
In k-means, objects are partitioned into k clusters. Each object belongs to the cluster
with the nearest mean. The k-means algorithm works as follows:
1. initialize randomly k clusters. Calculate a representative mean for each cluster.
2. assign each object to the nearest cluster (cluster with the nearest mean)
3. recalculate means for each cluster
4. repeat steps 2) – 3) until there is no change in clustering
[26]
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Hierarchical Clustering Another widely used algorithm is hierarchical clustering. It is
used not only as a baseline, but thanks to its properties it is probably the most common
clustering algorithm for author disambiguation task [27][18][20][24][14].
Hierarchical clustering algorithms organize data into a hierarchical structure, usually
a binary tree. The root node represents the whole data set and the leaf nodes represent
the single data objects. Hierarchical clustering methods can be divided into agglomerative
methods and divisive methods. The agglomerative methods use the “bottom up” approach:
they start with N clusters, each of them containing exactly one object. Then a series of
merge operations is performed. At the end, all objects are contained in one cluster. In
every merging step, two clusters with the minimal mutual distance are found and merged.
The divisive methods work exactly the opposite way: they start with one cluster con-
taining all the objects. Then, after a series of split operations, there is N clusters, each
containing one object. Divisive methods are not commonly used in practice, because the
split operation is very expensive: for a cluster with N objects, there are 2N − 1 possible
two-subset divisions.
There are many methods for determining distance between clusters. The most popular
methods include single linkage, complete linkage, and average linkage technique. In the
single linkage method, a distance between clusters is determined by the distance of two
closest objects in different clusters. In the complete linkage method, a distance of two
furthest objects from different clusters is considered. In average linkage the distance is
quantified as an average of all pairwise distances between those clusters’ objects.[26]
DBSCAN The DBSCAN algorithm was applied to the disambiguation task by Huang
et al. [12].
DBSCAN is a density-based clustering algorithm. It is able to discover clusters of
arbitrary shape. DBSCAN expects two parameters to be given:  and the minimum number
of points to form a cluster MinPts. It introduces the following concepts:
-neighbourhood
The -neighbourhood of a point p denoted by N(p) is defined by N(p) = {q ∈
D|dist(p, q) < }
directly density-reachable
A point p is directly density-reachable from a point q if p ∈ N(q) and |N(q)| ≥
MinPts
density-reachable
A point p is density-reachable from a point q if there is a chain of points p1, . . . , pn,
p1 = q, pn = p such that pi+1 is directly density-reachable from pi.
density-connected
A point p is density-connected to a point q if there is a point o such that both, p and
q are density-reachable from o.
A cluster C is a subset of the database D which satisfies the following conditions:
1. ∀p, q: if p ∈ C and q is density-reachable from p, then q ∈ C. (Maximality)
2. ∀p, q ∈ C: p is density-connected to q. (Connectivity)
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3.3.3 Estimating the Correct Number of Clusters
A burdensome property of clustering methods is that practically all of them require some
input parameters to be given. For most of the methods it is an information about the
number of clusters or a threshold value for a distance function.
For a task like author disambiguation it is not possible to know the number of distinct
authors a priori. The situation is a little bit easier when using a threshold value, because
the value is dependent on the character of data and not the data itself. In theory, the
threshold value may be estimated once, in a deployment process, and then used for all
performed clusterings.
If the utilized clustering method requires a number of clusters k to be given, it is
possible to estimate the k by performing some evaluation on the resulting clusterings. This
evaluation needs to be performed on clusterings for all possible values of k what often
requires to run the clustering for each k separately, which is a very costly process.
Using a Threshold Value
Majority of approaches for author disambiguation described in the literature utilize a clus-
tering method that does not need require a number of clusters to be given, but expects
some threshold value. In most of the cases the utilized method is hierarchical agglomer-
ative clustering [7][18][19]. Other utilized method is e.g. DBSCAN [12]. The values of
thresholds are estimated empirically.
Estimating k
Some researchers have chosen the approach of estimating the correct number of clusters by
evaluating the clusterings for each possible k. Tang et al. [21] uses the Bayesian Information
Criterion for evaluating the clusterings. Kern et al. [14] proposed a method for estimating
the number of authors that is based on co-authorships.
Bayesian Information Criterion Tang et al. used Bayesian information criterion (BIC)
for estimating the correct number of distinct authors. The method starts with setting k
as 1 and calculates the BIC score of this model (M1). Then the cluster is split into two
subclusters and the BIC score of the new model M2 is calculated. If BIC(M2) > BIC(M1),
the cluster is split. The process runs iteratively for other values of k and continues until
there is a split.
For a model Mh the BIC score is expressed as follows:
BICv(Mh) = log(P (Mh)|P )− |λ|
2
· log(n) (3.5)
where P (Mh|P ) is the posterior probability of model Mh given the observations P . |λ|
is the number of parameters in the model, and n is the number of publications. The second
part is a penalty to model complexity. [23].
According to X. Wang [25], this approach tends to find a small number and is not
accurate when the number of authors is large.
Co-authorship-based Model Selection This approach is proposed by R. Kern in [14].
Kern stated a hypothesis, that the more co-authors within a cluster overlap and the less
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they are spread over other clusters, the more probable is that this cluster represents a single
author.
Kern implemented this model selection strategy using two statistical methods: con-
ditional probabilities and point-wise conditional entropy. Based on the experiments, the
conditional entropy approach gives better results.
For each number of clusters k, the point-wise conditional entropy is calculated for both
probability of one co-author belonging to a given cluster p(a|c) and probability of a cluster
containing a given co-author p(c|a). The entropies are then averaged, and the k for which the
average is minimal is taken as the result of the model selection. The point-wise conditional
entropy is defined as follows:
Hpointwise(Y |X) def= −
∑
C
p(x, y) log (p(y|x)) (3.6)
C = {c|c ∈ ClustersCo−Author} (3.7)
I have investigated this method more thoroughly and came to the following conclusions.
For the conditional probabilities strategy and its description in the article, I was not able
to reproduce the results. The author suggests to average conditional probabilities, which
does not lead to any results.
I have also investigated the pairwise conditional entropy strategy. I have found out why
this method estimates lower k if the clustering was performed without using co-authors
as features and why for the clustering with co-authors this method returns lower k for
some datasets and higher k for the other. According to my findings, there is a correlation
between the quality of clustering and the estimated k: if the quality of clustering results
(according to the F1 measure) is low, this method estimates lower k. It is because of the
high entropy of co-authors which are spread among clusters. If the clustering quality is
good, this method returns a number which is higher than the real number of authors. This
approach would return the correct result if all the co-authors of the publications in the
individual clusters were represented in all other publications assigned to that cluster. But
that is not the case we can observe in the reality.
3.3.4 Modifications to Clustering Methods
Majority of research activities on author disambiguation methods focuses on modifications
of standard clustering methods to better fit the author disambiguation problem. I will
outline some of them in the following text.
Atomic Clusters The approach described in [24] suggests finding of atomic clusters to
improve the performance of the existing clustering methods. An atomic cluster is a set
of publications that have strong relationship with each other and will not be split in the
following clustering process.
In the first step, only features that strongly indicate that the publications are written
by the same person are used. Based on those features, publications are clustered with an
algorithm with high precision. In the second step, those atomic clusters are clustered by a
standard clustering algorithm.
Experiments has shown, that using atomic clusters improved the results of disambigua-
tion by 8% on hierarchical clustering and by 27% on K-means clustering.
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Topic-based Disambiguation In [19], Song et al. proposed a two-stage approach for
name disambiguation. In the first stage, the proposed models learn the distribution of topics
with regard to persons and words. In the second stage, the topic distributions learned in
the first stage are treated as feature sets for hierarchical agglomerative clustering.
Search Engine Driven Clustering Tan et al. [20] propose a method, which is based
on analysing URLs returned by a search engine. The algorithm is as follows: for each
citation a search engine is queried using citation’s title as a phrase search. First n returned
URLs are then used as features of the feature vector by which the citation is represented.
Features are weighted by their IHFs. Next, the pairwise similarity of each two citations
is computed. Finally, hierarchical agglomerative clustering is performed, resulting in k
clusters, each representing an individual author. The IHF weight addresses the fact, that
the URLs are not equally useful. IHF is an abbreviation for Inverse Host Frequency and
has low values for aggregator web sites and high values for personal web sites.
Heuristic-Based Hierarchical Method Method proposed by Cota et al. [7] fuses
clusters of citations based on several heuristics on the citation attributes. The method
consists of two main steps. In the first step the algorithm first processes the citations for
which the full author name is known and makes clusters of citations where the author’s name
is equal and that share at least one co-author. Then it processes similarly the citations where
only initial of the author is known. This process generates very pure but very fragmented
clusters. The second step tries to reduce fragmentation by fusing the clusters based on a
similarity of subjects and publication venues. The clusters are merged if the similarity is
greater than a certain threshold.
Information Gathering From the Web A paper by Kanani et al. [13] presents meth-
ods for increasing accuracy of author disambiguation by gathering and integrating addi-
tional information from the web. They construct a graph where each node represents a
publication and each edge represents the probability of the two publications being au-
thored by the same person. The probabilities are initially calculated based on attributes of
the publications. They present two methods for augmenting the graph. In both methods
they query a search engine by concatenated publications’ titles. If the search engine returns
some results, there is a high probability that the two publications are authored by the same
person. The first method augments the weights of edges. The second method adds a new
special node to the graph and calculates the compatibility of this new node with other
nodes. They also define an algorithm for partitioning the graph.
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Chapter 4
Author Disambiguation in CORE
– Design
In this chapter I will start with providing some information about the CORE system. Later,
I will state the requirements for the designed author disambiguation system. The rest of
this chapter describes the design of this system in the context of CORE.
4.1 CORE – COnnecting REpositories
CORE1 is a system that aggregates publications from Open Access (OA) repositories. It
is being developed at The Open University, United Kingdom. Open Access is an access to
scholarly publications which is unrestricted and free to anyone. It can be provided in two
ways: Green OA self archiving and Gold OA publishing. In Green OA authors publish in
any journal and then self-archive the articles in their institutional repository or in some
other OA repository. The Gold OA is provided by open access journals that assure open
access to all of its articles.
The purpose of CORE is to aggregate this content and provide a wide range of services
on top of this aggregation. The aggregation is already carried out by several other services
which provide metadata search across the repositories. CORE goes further and aggregates
also the full-text of the publications, which enables to build more sophisticated services.
CORE provides access to the data on three levels. The access at the granularity of
papers can serve researchers, students, or general public to find and explore individual
papers, typically by using a web portal. The analytical access level which works at the
granularity of collections provides statistical information that could be useful for funders,
government, digital library managers... Finally the access to raw data which is provided
by exposing downloadable files or through an API give developers, digital libraries, or
companies developing software an access to data which might be cleaned, harmonized,
preprocessed, and enriched.
The functionality of the CORE system can be divided into three phases: metadata
and full-text content aggregation, information processing and enrichment, and information
exposure.
Metadata and Content Aggregation In this phase the system harvests metadata and
full-text documents from repositories listed in CORE. For each repository, it first downloads
1http://core.kmi.open.ac.uk
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Figure 4.1: Processes of the CORE system. Borrowed from [15].
the metadata, using the OAI-PMH protocol. Metadata are stored in XML format and
contain metadata for each publication that is listed in that particular repository. Then the
XML is parsed, looking for links to the publications’ full-texts, which are usually in the
PDF format. If the full-texts are available, they are downloaded and converted to plain
text by some text extraction tools.
The harvesting component can be controlled by an administrator through a web in-
terface. The harvesting process can run for multiple repositories at the same time and
effectively makes use of multiple processors. The process runs periodically to keep the
content up to date with the state of the repository.
Information Processing and Semantic Enrichment In the next phase the system
runs text preprocessing on the extracted plain texts and metadata, including tokenization,
filtering, stemming and indexing. Then various text mining tasks are performed. One of
them is discovery of semantically related content. The relatedness of two textual documents
is estimated by the cosine similarity measure, which is calculated on vectors of tf-idf values.
Another tasks are content categorization, discovery of duplicates, extraction of citations
and citation resolution.
Information Exposure In this phase the system provides several services for access-
ing the data. The CORE Portal is a web-based portal targeted at individuals that wish
to search and explore content of their interest. It utilizes information from the lower in-
formation processing phase, such as content recommendation, duplicates filtering, citation
extraction, etc. The CORE Mobile has a similar functionality to CORE Portal, but runs
as a mobile application. It supports iOS and Android smartphones and tablets. Other
services are CORE Plugin, a plugin for digital libraries that provides information about
related documents, CORE API which enables external services to interact with the CORE
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system, and Repository Analytics, a tool that provides statistics about amount, accesses,
availability and validity of metadata and content. [15]
4.2 Background and Requirements
Every digital library has its special characteristics for which the author disambiguation task
needs to be approached individually.
This is mostly given by the origin of the content, which influences the quality, complete-
ness, and extensiveness of the information. Another subject is whether the system has a
community of people which the system could take advantage of, for example for checking
the quality of data or for entering new knowledge.
CORE collects document metadata from institutional repositories, thus the collected
data are mostly of a high quality, which is essential for good results in disambiguation.
Furthermore, CORE downloads the full versions of the documents (if they are available) and
extracts their full-text, which is then taken as an input for extraction of citations, calculation
of document similarities, and other tasks. Thanks to this, the author disambiguation task
requires only small effort in preprocessing those data. From the other point of view, CORE
cannot rely on the help of a community.
I have pointed out the following requirements for the disambiguation system in CORE.
a) if possible, the system should work automatically, without the need of human interaction
b) the system should be able to disambiguate new documents, which are periodically added
to the database
c) the computational and memory demands are not crucial, but should be taken into ac-
count
d) the disambiguation processes should be able to run in parallel
e) assignments made by administrator must be persistent
With those needs in mind, I have designed a system that tries to make full use of the
document attributes which are already existing in CORE, runs automatically, but may be
improved by user’s feedback.
The disambiguation process runs separately for each ambiguous name. Documents
authored by somebody with a particular surname are found and separated into smaller
groups for which it is presumed that there are no two documents authored by the same
author but belonging to different groups.
Then clustering is run for each group of documents. The resulting clusters represent
documents authored by the same person. If a new document is added to the database, an
appropriate clustering model is loaded and used to classify the new document.
An important element of the system is the distance function used in clustering. I have
decided to learn this function by training a classifier which would estimate if some two
documents are authored by the same person or not.
The system is described in the following sections of this chapter.
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4.3 Available Data
CORE manages a large collection of metadata of scholarly publications (nearly 9 millions),
which are in the context of CORE called resources. The publications are harvested mostly
from repositories in the UK and cover multiple domains. Among those resources, over 1
million is associated a full-text, including the original PDF file. All the metadata and text
extracted from those PDFs are stored in a Lucene2 index.
Here is a list of attributes CORE stores for each publication (if they are available). Some
of those attributes were provided by OAI metadata, others are based on the full-text of the
document.
id – the publication’s identifier within the CORE system
id repository – an identifier of the repository the publication’s metadata were obtained
oai id – the OAI Identifier of the publication
title – the publication’s title, corresponds to the dc:title in the OAI metadata.
authors – list of the publication’s authors, each author corresponds to the dc:creator
field of the metadata
abstract – the publication’s abstract, corresponds to the dc:description in the OAI
metadata
publisher – the publication’s publisher, corresponds to the dc:publisher in the OAI
metadata
types – list of the publication’s types, each type corresponds to the dc:type in the OAI
metadata
topics – list of the topics associated with the publication, each topic corresponds to the
dc:subject in the OAI metadata
year – a year the publication was published in, corresponds to the year contained in
dc:date
pdf url – an URL the PDF file was downloaded from
fulltext – a text content extracted from the PDF file
citations – a list of citations extracted from the publication’s text
language – an automatically detected language of the publication
similarities – list of references to the most similar resources, ranked by the cosine simi-
larity
2Apache Lucene – a text search engine library. http://lucene.apache.org/core/
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The availability of document full-text gives us a potential to explore more attributes
which are not yet processed and maintained by the CORE system. This could be eg. e-mail
addresses and affiliations of the authors of publications.
The most valuable attributes, from the above list, are in my opinion the following:
authors, title, abstract, topics, full-text, citations, similarities, language, and possibly also
id repository. Additionally, in case of successful extraction from the full-text, the author
information would be of great value and decisive for many ambiguous cases.
4.4 Similarity Function
The key component of clustering is a similarity function which measures similarity between
two documents. If the similarity rate for a pair of documents is high, those documents are
considered to be authored by the same person. If the similarity is low, the documents are
considered to be authored by different persons. Finding a good similarity function is crucial
because it determines the overall accuracy of disambiguation.
Similarity functions used other researchers have been discussed in subsection 3.3.1.
Because CORE documents carry a lot of different and valuable attributes, I have chosen
to determine this function by training a classifier. The classifier learns the impact of each
individual attribute automatically and can be refined when more training data are available
(e.g. based on user’s feedback) and easily extended to consider some new features.
Training instances for the classifier represent pairs of documents, where each feature
expresses some relation between those two documents. The target class declares if those
documents are authored by the same person or not.
I have chosen the following features:
shared coauthors – number of shared co-authors
shared coauthors ratio – number of shared co-authors that considers also the total num-
ber co-authors. It can be expressed e.g. by the Jaccard coefficient
author count ratio – the ratio of author count of the two documents
text similarity – expresses the semantic similarity of the documents’ content
repository – if the documents come from the same repository
email – the similarity of authors’ e-mails
cites – if one document cites the other
first name – if the first name of the author is or might be the same for the two documents
middle names – if the middle names of the author are or might be the same for those
documents
year – a difference between years of issue of the documents
For each pair of documents expressed by a vector of attributes described above, the
classifier predicts whether those documents are authored by the same person or not. This
means that the range of similarity function expressed by the classifier has just of two values.
For the purpose of clustering it is more appropriate to define the similarity function as a
probability of a document pair belonging to the “is the same author” class.
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To be accurate, clustering algorithms usually do not operate with a similarity function,
but with a distance function. A similarity function with range 〈0, 1〉 can be easily trans-
formed to a distance function with the same range by returning a complement (1 − x) of
the similarity value.
4.5 Disambiguation Process
The actual process of author disambiguation consists of several steps. First of all documents
that might be authored by the same person need to be determined and grouped together.
This process is called blocking. Then clustering is run for each block, resulting in clusters
of documents where each cluster contains only documents authored by the same person. A
part of clustering is also determining the right number of clusters the data should be split
into.
The system also needs to deal with new documents which are being periodically added
into the database. Those documents have to be disambiguated as well. I am addressing this
issue by assigning the document an author according to the clustering learned on previous
documents.
4.5.1 Blocking
Blocking is a phase of grouping publications containing similar author name representations
together. The purpose of blocking is to separate the document set into smaller groups that
can be processed separately.
Blocking can be implemented in many ways. Some of them are demonstrated in the
work of On et al. [17]. They have evaluated four blocking types: spelling-based heuristics,
token-based, N-gram, and sampling. When using the spelling-based heuristics, publications
are grouped based on spelling of the authors’ names. The most common heuristic is “the
same initial of the first name and the same last name (iFfL)”, other heuristics are e.g. “the
same last name (fL)” or “the same initial of the first name and the same initial of the last
name (iFiL)”. In token-based blocking, publications sharing some author name token are
grouped together (e.g. “Jeffrey D. Ullman” and “Ullman, Jason”). This type of blocking
is useful when some author names might be written in a wrong order. N-gram blocking
is similar to the token-based blocking, but publications that share just some N continuous
characters in the author names are grouped. This approach works well for names that
are misspelled. The sampling method groups publications based on a similarity of author
names. On et al. evaluated the accuracy and processing time of disambiguation when using
those four blocking methods. Their test set was generated artificially and contained a high
percentage of name errors, like abbreviation (“J. D. Ullman”), alternation (“Ullman, Jeffrey
D.”), typo (“Jeffrey D. Ullmann”), omission (“Jeffrey Ullman”), and combinations of more
errors. The results had shown that in terms of accuracy, the N-gram blocking method
worked the best, followed by the token method. The iFfL performed very poorly. On the
other hand, processing time of the disambiguation when using iFfL was significantly shorter
than with the N-gram and token methods (approximately 5-100 times shorter, depending
on a test set and type of a distance function). This huge difference is caused by the size of
blocks produced by blocking functions.
Despite the accuracy results in the above study, I have decided to employ the iFfL
heuristic for blocking publications in CORE. One reason for this is that the iFfL blocking
assigns the publication just one block for each author of that publication, which keeps
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Figure 4.2: Blocking that uses iFfL heuristic. Each name represents a document associated
with that name.
the process more straightforward and avoids the difficulty of merging clustering results for
publications that fall into more blocks. Another reason is that the produced blocks are
smaller, which causes the clustering to run faster and be less liable to errors. The iFfL
was performing poorly on the On et al. test set, because it cannot properly handle the
alternation and typo errors. Author names in CORE are collected from metadata provided
by institutional repositories and those types of errors are very rare in the dataset, so their
impact on the overall result won’t be significant and it is worth to sacrifice them for the
sake of faster and more accurate clustering.
4.5.2 Clustering
In the clustering phase, documents from each block go through a process of clustering,
resulting in several sets of publications, where each set is supposed to be authored by a
distinct person.
The most widely used clustering method for author disambiguation is hierarchical ag-
glomerative clustering (HAC). The advantage of this clustering method is the possibility to
determine the number of clusters by setting a threshold for the distance function, so the
number of resulting clusters does not need to be known a priori.
The HAC algorithm works as follows. It starts with clusters of size 1, with each publi-
cation residing in a separate cluster. Then, in each iteration, two closest clusters (according
to the defined distance function) are discovered and merged. The process stops when the
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desired number of clusters is reached or the value of the distance function is greater than
the defined threshold.
In the process of clustering, publications are represented by a vector of attributes.
During the process, attributes are passed to the distance function which calculates distances
between pairs of documents. The distance function has been described in section 4.4 and
requires following attributes for each publication: list of co-authors, first name, middle
names, text content, e-mail, repository, year, and citations.
Estimating the Right Number of Clusters As I have mentioned before, one of the
reasons to utilize the hierarchical clustering is that it does not require the number of clusters
to be given, but can rely on a threshold for a distance function. The advantage of this
approach is that no special evaluations of all possible clustering models need to be performed
to obtain the proper clustering, which brings significant time savings.
In HAC, during the process of merging clusters, it might seem as an interesting approach
to not to merge the clusters according to a threshold value, but rather to analyse if the
two clusters should be merged or not. But as I thought deeper, I came to a conclusion
that if there exists some information about whether the documents in clusters are authored
by one person or not, it should be incorporated into the distance function. In ideal cases
the distance function should be so confident about its predictions that finding a proper
threshold would not be an issue. In my opinion the only excuse for leaving this decision
on the merging process is when it is costly to obtain this decisive information, so that it is
preferred to use it only for cases that are unclear (i.e. searching for the decisive information
on the web).
I suggest to split the hierarchy using just an ordinary threshold, because the distance
already expresses all our knowledge about the relations between publications.
There is a question on which linkage method for determining cluster distances is the
one most suitable for author disambiguation. Choosing proper linkage method seems to be
an important task, because thanks to transitivity it is capable to link together publications
whose mutual distance is high. It is not clear to what extent this a desirable behaviour.
The most suitable methods seem to be single linkage, complete linkage, and average linkage.
I would let the experiments to decide.
4.5.3 Handling New Documents
The process described above – blocking and clustering – is just a first phase of author
disambiguation in a database of scholarly literature. The amount of publications in such
databases is constantly growing as new publications are added and authors of those publi-
cations need to be disambiguated as well.
Clustering is the most expensive task of the whole disambiguation, therefore performing
it for each author in each new publication would be extremely inefficient.
My proposed solution is to save the calculated clustering models for each block and use
them for classifying new documents. This solution should work for authors that already
exist in the database, if the old publications of that author are sufficiently similar to the
new publications. But this approach cannot work for authors that do not yet exist in the
database. I suggest to keep the not similar publications on the side, not assigning them to
any cluster.
Once in a while, I would perform a new clustering for authors which have some unas-
signed publications.
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4.6 Employment of Human Knowledge
Despite all efforts put into automation of disambiguation process, elements for which the
process fails will always exist. Because of that it is necessary to provide an interface for
manual corrections of disambiguation results.
The interface needs to provide two main functionalities:
remove & assign – removes documents from a cluster and assigns them to another cluster
remove & create new – removes documents from a cluster and assigns them to a newly
created cluster
Those two functionalities also address operations of merging and splitting clusters. Merging
clusters may be accomplished by the remove & assign function, by assigning all publications
from one cluster to the other cluster. Splitting clusters may be accomplished by using the
remove & create new function, which would create a new cluster containing the selected
documents.
Employing human judgement is useful not only for correcting disambiguation errors, but
may also help preventing these errors. The author disambiguation process uses a distance
function that is learned on a set of training examples. When a user corrects the errors by
removing publications from clusters and assigning them to other clusters, the system may
assume that the provided knowledge is correct and update its set of training examples. This
could help the distance function to better reflect the data.
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Chapter 5
Author Disambiguation in CORE
– Implementation
This chapter describes implementation of the author disambiguation component for CORE.
It starts with explaining the architecture of the implementation. Then it describes the
process of creation of a distance function. At the end it touches on implementation details
of clustering process and an integration of manual changes.
5.1 Integration with CORE
The main part of CORE – the CORE Portal is a web application written in Java. It is
built on Spring Framework and uses Lucene index as the main storage for publications’
metadata and text content. Other data are stored in the MySQL database.
The main functionality of CORE is built on a collection of so called tasks, which can
be chained and are usually run periodically according to a schedule. CORE distinguishes
two types of tasks depending on a scope of data they are running on – repository tasks and
global tasks. Repository tasks are run for a specific repository from a list of repositories
maintained by CORE. Some of the currently implemented repository tasks are e.g. Down-
load Metadata Task, Extract Metadata Task, Download PDFs Task, Text Extraction Task,
Extract Citations Task, or Index Task. Those tasks run separately for each repository.
Global tasks work on the entire CORE dataset. There is not so many of them: Similarity
Task, Deduplication Task, Index All Task. Tasks (if they are not dependent on each other)
may run side by side with other running tasks and additionally, the majority of tasks is
adapted to perform their processing in parallel by using multiple threads.
Author disambiguation in CORE is implemented by two tasks, one global task and one
repository task.
Global Task – Author Clustering This task runs the clustering process, from the
beginning, which is the preparation of names that will be disambiguated, to the end –
saving author assignments to the database. Steps performed by this task are illustrated on
the diagram 5.1
The process consists of the following steps:
1) Name Preparation – when the task is run for the first time, this step selects all
name tokens that exist in the index and saves them to the database, together with their
frequency. Then the names are selected one by one (starting with the most frequent
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one) and processed by the following steps. Later in time, this step will select names that
need to be reclustered.
2) Filtering & Blocking – this step is performed for every name that was selected in the
previous step. First, all documents that contain the currently processed name in their
author field are selected. Then the documents are filtered (the processed name has to
match the author’s surname) and blocked according to the iFfL heuristics described in
4.5.1.
3) Clustering – this and the following step is performed for every block created in the
previous step. In clustering step, documents are grouped into separate clusters where
each cluster represents a single author.
4) Merging and Saving Results – in this step, groups of documents that represent
distinct authors are matched with the authors that already exist in the database and
saved.
Start
End
Name
preparation
Filtering
&
Blocking
Clustering
Merging
&
Saving
any 
unprocessed 
name?
any
unprocessed
block?
Yes
Yes
No
No
Figure 5.1: Steps performed by the Author Clustering Task
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Repository Task – Author Assignment This task is a part of a chain of tasks that are
periodically run for the repositories listed in CORE. The purpose of this task is to assign
newly added publications to their authors, if their profiles already exist in CORE.
To present the disambiguation results to the user, a simple web page was created. For
now it shows only a most complete name of the author and a list of documents that are
associated with the author.
5.2 Preparation
The only attribute of the documents that needed some special preparation was an e-mail
address, which required to be extracted from the full-text of the documents.
E-mail Parsing E-mail address of authors was the only attribute utilized by disam-
biguation process that was not provided by metadata stored by CORE, but needed to be
extracted from the full-text of the document.
Not every full-text contains an e-mail address. Some full-texts contain just some generic
address. But many full-texts contain several addresses, each address for each author of the
publication. The task is not in finding some e-mail address, but in finding the address that
belongs to a person with a certain name.
I have decided to address this issue by trying to match the author’s name or initials
with a part of the address. To increase the probability of finding the right address, the
matching is done in four cycles, starting with the most strict pattern and continuing with
more tolerant patterns, until a match is found. The algorithm starts with searching for a
combination of surname and initial, continues by searching only for a surname, later tries
to match only the initials and finally it satisfies itself with finding only few first characters
of the surname.
5.3 Distance Function
As described in section 4.4, the distance function used for clustering in CORE is learned
by a classifier.
5.3.1 Partial Similarity Functions
The SVM classifier requires its input data to be vectors of numeric values. The matter that
was not discussed in section 4.4 are the details of converting each relation to a number. I
would like to come back to the features where the expression of the relationship by an exact
number is not obvious or they need some more explanation regarding the implementation.
shared coauthors – the maximum number of shared co-authors that is taken into account
is currently set to 8 and the co-authors number is normalized by this value.
shared coauthors ratio – expressed by the Jaccard coefficient (see equation 3.3)
email – the similarity is set to 1 if the e-mails are equal, 0.5 if they share the same domain,
and 0 if they are completely different. If some of the e-mails are empty, the similarity
is set to null and is treated as a missing value.
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first name – if full first names are provided and they are equal, the similarity is 1. If they
are not equal, the similarity is 0. And it is null if only initial is known for any of the
two names.
middle names – the similarity is defined in a similar way as for the first name, but it
considers more cases (no middle names, initial vs full middle name...)
Features that were omitted from the above list: author count ratio, text similarity,
repository, cites, year.
5.3.2 Creation of Training Examples
To be able to train the distance function, it was necessary to gather a reasonable set of
training examples. Such training examples consist of pairs of documents, where each pair is
assigned one of two values, either “yes” or “no”, depending if both documents are authored
by the same person or not.
Creating examples manually would be boring and very time-consuming process. Hap-
pily it was possible to create the examples semi-automatically. Although not many, some
publications contain also e-mails of its authors. To create training examples, I have ran-
domly selected a couple of names and their publications, keeping only the publications that
have an e-mail address associated with that name. On this dataset, I have run a cluster-
ing process that groups together only publications with the same address. In this way I
have obtained some preliminary clustering where each cluster contains only publications
authored by the same person, but more clusters for that person may exist (the person may
use several email aliases, has changed her e-mail, or the e-mail was not properly extracted).
I have manually inspected all the results and merged clusters that were belonging to the
same person. Based on this assignments I have generated a set of training examples, 3000
for each class and learned the distance function on them.
The results of clustering for this newly learned distance function were not satisfiable,
so I decided to improve the function by adding more training examples, especially pairs for
which the function was not working well. To facilitate the process of adding new training
examples, I have tweaked the author’s page to allow users with administration rights to
easily unassign documents from cluster and/or assign them to other cluster. Screenshot
of the page can be seen in the figure 5.2. The Unassign button creates negative training
examples for all pairs of the unassigned document and all other not unassigned documents in
that cluster. The Assign select box creates positive examples from all pairs of the assigned
document and all documents from the chosen cluster.
After retraining the distance function with using additional training examples (around
1400 for each class), the clustering started to give more accurate results.
5.3.3 Implementation
The process of learning the distance function and the function itself is implemented with
the use of the Weka library1. Weka is an open source data mining software written in Java.
It provides three graphical user interfaces and a command-line interface. It can also be
used from within a Java code.
The learning process is implemented in the following way. First, the program selects
from the database pairs of document identifiers, along with their assigned class (same author
1http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
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Figure 5.2: Page with a list of author’s documents. Buttons and select boxes serve for
creating new training examples.
/ different author) and uses them to create training instances. Those instances are vectors
of partial relations of the two documents and the class, each relation is represented by a
number.
The Weka SMO classifier, which has been used for this task, preprocesses the training
instances by doing normalization of the attributes and replacement of missing values. After
the classifier is built, it is saved into a file. To behave as a distance function, the classifier
was set to return probability estimates instead of predicted classes.
5.4 Clustering & Cluster Assignment
Clustering The clustering process is also implemented with the use of Weka library. As
described earlier, clustering is processed separately for each block of publications.
In the initial phase of clustering, publications of the currently processed block are trans-
formed into a format supported by Weka. Some of the attributes, namely citations and
full-text, are not included in the clustered objects, they are represented just by the publi-
cation’s id.
The clustering is performed by the Weka’s HierarchicalClusterer class. This class
needed a couple of edits in order to be able to finish merging clusters based on a distance
threshold and to return the cluster assignments as they were calculated.
The clusterer uses the distance function, which has been learned by a process described
in the previous section. The model of the classifier representing distance function is loaded
from a file during the initialization. When clusterer needs to get the distance of two
instances, first a vector of their partial similarities is generated, and then the vector is
passed to the classifier which returns the distance value. Partial similarities for citations
and full-text are loaded from the database. If the full-text similarity cannot be found in the
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database, it is calculated and cached. The process of text similarity calculation calculates
cosine similarity on a vector of tf-idf weights of document’s terms and its implementation
was already part of CORE. The clusterer may use several linkage methods for calculating
distances between clusters. An example of clustering result for single linkage and average
linkage methods is enclosed in the Appendix B. Apart from a linkage method, the clusterer
needs to be set a threshold which would cut the hierarchy into separated clusters. The
threshold is dependent on the type of used linkage method and I have determined its values
experimentally. The experiments will be further discussed in subsection 6.2.2.
Cluster Assignment This task is performed for newly added publications. Its purpose is
to assign the publications their authors faster than it would be done by running clustering.
During the cluster assignment process, a corresponding block is determined for each
author of a publication. For each block, a clustering model of that block is loaded and the
clusterer tries to find the most similar publication to the given publication. If the distance
between those two publications is lower than the threshold, the newly added publication
is assigned to the author of the found publication, otherwise it is left unassigned. The
system maintains statistics about successful and unsuccessful assignments and uses them
for making decisions on when to recluster it.
5.5 Manual Changes Integration
Allowing manual changes to the author-document assignments is very important. Human
knowledge is very valuable for tasks like automatic disambiguation, so the administrators
(or better: also users) should be provided a tool that allows them to do it.
I have already described a tool that unassigns documents from clusters and assigns them
to another (5.3.2). That tool deals with relationships between documents but assignments
made by that tool are not persistent. It would be possible to use this to make persistent
changes, but because it makes assignments between all the other documents in the cluster,
one has to be very careful and needs to know what is going on under the hood.
For the purpose of only changing document assignments, it is more suitable to edit the
assignments between documents and author profiles and not between documents themselves.
A page with designated elements is shown in the image 5.3. The user just selects some
documents and clicks on the Confirm button to confirm the current assignment, assigns the
documents to another cluster by selecting it in the Assign to box, or assigns the documents
to a newly created cluster by clicking on the Create new button. Performing any of this
choices assigns the documents directly to the desired cluster and the assignment is marked
with a special flag in the database.
Those assignments may be altered only by a manual process – they cannot be overridden
after reclustering or any other automatic process. To address this task, an algorithm for
matching new clusters with the ones that are already in the database had to be improved.
For every new cluster the process first looks for an old cluster with the greatest number of
manually assigned documents that are overlapping with the documents in the new cluster.
If no such cluster is found, a cluster with at least half of overlapping values is found. The
author id of the old cluster is reused for the new cluster. If no matching cluster is found, a
new author profile is created. All remaining old clusters are deleted.
The manual changes should be also incorporated into the clustering process. This is
done by overriding the distance value by 0 or 1, if the compared documents are manually
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Figure 5.3: Page with a list of author’s documents.
assigned to the same cluster or to different clusters, respectively. Although the chances are
low, it could happen that the document would still fall into wrong cluster, so the manually
assigned documents are skipped during the process of inserting records to the database.
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Chapter 6
Evaluation
The implemented author disambiguation method was evaluated in the context of the CORE
system. The main intent of the evaluation was to find out, how good is the quality of its
results and what are its drawbacks. I have also investigated which linkage method is the
best to use and what is the optimal threshold for that method.
The dataset of CORE can be divided into two types of publication records. The ones
for which the PDF file was found, downloaded, and converted to text, and those for which
the CORE system stores only metadata. The CORE system focuses on building services
on the publications with full-text and treats the “metadata only” records with far less
importance. In the compliance with this practice, I have trained the distance function
on the publications that have a full-text. For the “metadata only” publications the text
similarity is calculated on the content of their title and abstract.
The quality of author disambiguation was tested on two types of datasets, the publica-
tions with full-text and publications including also the “metadata only” records.
6.1 Measures
The quality of author disambiguation was evaluated by standard data mining measures:
precision, recall, and F1.
6.1.1 Precision and Recall
Precision and recall are measures that are very often used for evaluation of classification
results. These measures may be used also for evaluation of clustering results, in that case
they are applied on pairs of clustered elements.
Precision is the fraction of truly classified elements of the positive class, so called true
positives, to all elements classified as positive. These can be expressed as a sum of the true
positives and false positives (the elements that are incorrectly classified as positive).
precision =
true positives
true positives + false positives
(6.1)
Recall is the fraction of true positives to all elements that are positive. These are
expressed as a sum of true positives and false negatives (the elements that are incorrectly
classified as negative).
recall =
true positives
true positives + false negatives
(6.2)
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6.1.2 F1 Score
The F1 score combines precision and recall into one value. If all elements are classified
correctly, the value of F1 is 1, if none are classified correctly, its value is 0.
F1 = 2 · precision · recall
precision + recall
(6.3)
6.2 Evaluation of Author Disambiguation
The author disambiguation has been evaluated on a manually collected set of reference data.
The reference data were obtained by manual revision and correction of assignments made
by the disambiguation process. The manual correction is very time consuming, especially
for large blocks of publications. The person needs to review all created clusters and judge
if all the publications in that cluster belong to the same author. She also needs to have
an idea of the content of all other clusters, to be able to recognize clusters that need to be
merged. It is often hard to assess the relations between publications, especially if there are
no common co-authors and the terms in topics are so specialized that a person not involved
in this area is not able to guess if they relate to the same field. For this hard cases, the
publications needed to be searched on the internet, looking for some information that could
decide. This was mostly the researcher’s web page or some library that knew the author’s
full name (which was deciding for the cases where the names were different).
There is a special subset of publications in CORE that is very hard to disambiguate.
These publications have hundreds of authors and each author is represented only by a first
name initial and a surname. There are groups of these publications that are very similar
and these are assigned by the disambiguation system to corresponding clusters, but I could
not find a way of deciding whether some of these clusters should be merged or not.
6.2.1 Measures for Evaluation of Clustering
Evaluation of clustering is more complicated than evaluation of classification, because the
number of clusters in the evaluated and in the reference clustering may differ and usually
it is hard to match the evaluated clusters to their reference clusters.
Because of that, clusterings are often evaluated on a pairwise basis. Pairs of elements of
the evaluated clustering are compared to the pairs of elements in the reference clustering.
This method does not deal with assignments to some particular clusters, but just with the
fact whether the two elements are members of the same cluster or not.
I am evaluating the disambiguation quality by the following pairwise measures:
pairwise precision – the fraction of pairs in the same clusters that are true
pairwise recall – the fraction of true pairs that are assigned to the same cluster
pairwise F1 – the F1 measure calculated on pairwise precision and pairwise recall
Another measures that are used in this evaluation are based on the amount of clusters
that are completely correct:
cluster precision – the ratio of completely correct clusters to the number of retrieved
clusters
cluster recall – the ratio of completely correct clusters to the number of true clusters
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cluster F1 – the F1 measure for cluster precision and cluster recall
6.2.2 Linkage Evaluation
I have evaluated several types of linkage methods of the hierarchical clusterer which is
used for clustering the publications. Three of them, single linkage, complete linkage, and
average linkage were giving satisfiable results. The graphs in figure 6.2 show the dependence
of clustering quality on a distance threshold when using these three linkage types.
All three linkage methods perform quite similarly if they are given an appropriate thresh-
old. Each method requires a different threshold to be set, that results directly from what
the linkages represent. According to the graph, the best threshold value for single linkage,
for the used distance method and the tested data sample, lays somewhere near 0.1. For
complete linkage it is near 0.25, although for greater thresholds the pairwise F1 is bet-
ter, but the amount of completely correct clusters is smaller. For average linkage the best
threshold value lays between 0.15 and 0.25.
6.2.3 Evaluation of Clustering Results
The evaluation of clustering results was performed for a subset of blocks. The blocks were
selected randomly, but only the bigger blocks with more clusters are shown in the following
table. Majority of the blocks consist of just one author.
The measures that have been used for evaluation are: pairwise precision (PP), pairwise
recall (PR), pairwise F1 (PF1), cluster precision (CP), cluster recall (CR), cluster F1 (CF1),
clusters found (CF), clusters real (CR), and number of documents (Docs).
Table 6.1 shows evaluation results for publications with full-text. The clusterer used
average linkage method with a threshold value 0.2.
Block Name PP PR PF1 CP CR CF1 CF CR Docs
D Brown 0.948 0.905 0.926 0.714 0.652 0.682 42 46 116
A White 1.000 0.921 0.959 0.789 0.882 0.833 19 17 83
J Wright 0.990 0.943 0.966 0.844 0.871 0.857 32 31 64
K Edwards 0.957 0.733 0.830 0.500 0.556 0.526 10 9 21
Average 0.974 0.875 0.920 0.712 0.740 0.725
Table 6.1: Evaluation of disambiguation results for publications with full-text
The second table 6.2 shows evaluation results for all publications, including the publi-
cations that have no full-text.
Block Name PP PR PF1 CP CR CF1 CF CR Docs
D Brown 0.999 0.992 0.996 0.635 0.628 0.632 85 86 815
A White 0.982 0.857 0.915 0.761 0.778 0.769 46 45 160
K Edwards 0.991 0.780 0.873 0.500 0.636 0.560 28 22 66
Average 0.894 0.884 0.877 0.582 0.724 0.634
Table 6.2: Evaluation of disambiguation results for all publications
The ratio of full-text documents to metadata-only documents vary for each block. Al-
though it is expected to perform worse, the disambiguation method performed quite well
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also on this dataset. The improvement of pairwise accuracy for some blocks, comparing to
the full-text only evaluation, seems to be caused by clusters that contain huge number of
very similar publications.
6.3 Result Analysis
The average value of pairwise F1 measure for the tested blocks is above 0.92 and the F1
that considers only completely correct clusters reaches 0.725. The second value is not so
satisfiable. Approximately a quarter of all authors are assigned some publications that are
not authored by them and a quarter of authors have their publications spread among more
clusters.
The results of other methods, e.g. the usage of latent topics by Song et al. [19] gives
similar results. The pairwise F1 value for their PLSA model was 0.909 and the cluster F1
value was 0.756. For the LDA model they gained pairwise F1 = 0.911 and cluster F1 =
0.765. Although they have used similar publication attributes as I, the methods are not
evaluated on the same data, so they should not be compared. Other methods described in
the literature had mostly only citation attributes, so their results were naturally worse.
I was expecting my method to perform worse for publications that do not have full-
text. It does perform worse for most them, mainly when considering the number of correct
clusters, but the difference is not so significant than I thought it will be.
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Figure 6.1: An averaged dependence of clustering quality on a distance threshold.
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Figure 6.2: Standard deviations of F1 values
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
The author name disambiguation methods have been studied by many researchers, espe-
cially those who are part of a development team of some scholarly literature database. The
majority of existing solutions to this task utilize some clustering method, as it is the most
natural machine learning approach for this problem.
The initial intention of this project was to study existing solutions to this problem, with
a focus on solutions that do not require the number of distinct authors to be given, and
possibly come up with some improvement to these methods. This intent was motivated
by an article of R. Kern [14] who proposed a method for estimating the correct number of
distinct authors in a dataset. By delving into the proposed method, I have found out why
the results presented in the article are not so accurate and more, why the method is not
able to produce good results even for perfect data.
Majority of the author disambiguation methods that are proposed in the literature ad-
dress the task of finding the correct number of authors by using a hierarchical clustering and
setting some threshold that splits the hierarchy into clusters based on a distance between
them. I have found out that this approach works well and no special efforts need to be
made in the area of finding the correct number of authors. Guessing the correct number
of authors is strongly dependent on the accuracy of the distance function. Thus it is more
desirable to focus on improving the methods for determining better distance functions.
The success of distance functions does not rely on algorithms, but most importantly on
data on which the distance value is calculated. If the disambiguation is performed just on
citations, the algorithm may rely on co-authors, titles, publication venues. But it can also
try to gather more information from external sources, which are especially valuable when
the amount of information is low.
The method implemented in this project relies on more attributes, from which the most
valuable, after co-authors, is the full-text of the document. Although the information about
documents in CORE is quite rich, there are cases for which the disambiguation does not
work. Those are the cases that are hard to decide also for a human. In such cases some
external information would be really helpful. I have studied the possibilities for gathering
some useful information from existing systems. I have found out, that at the moment, there
is probably no system that could be used for this task. Either the systems do not allow
to collect their data for this purpose or the quality of their data is not satisfiable. A very
promising system in that field is the ORCID project which intends to serve exactly for this
purpose – disambiguation of authors. But its coverage is very small at the moment, which
makes the system unusable. For the time being.
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7.1 Future Work
As a possible improvement, I propose to incorporate data from other sources, namely
ORCID. I have already described that for the time being it would not bring much benefit,
because it has very small coverage. The problem of ORCID is that “nobody uses it because
nobody uses it”. I would like to contribute to spreading this system and help the ORCID
to break the problem with small coverage by adding my little bit.
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CD Content
• src – a directory with source codes of the implementation
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Clustering Results – Dendrograms
B.1 Clustering Results for “J Wright”
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(a) single-linkage
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(b) average-linkage
Figure B.1: J Wright, a hierarchy for single-linkage and average-linkage clustering. Publi-
cations are represented by numeric identifiers.
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